Abstract: It has recently been shown that, contrary to the wide belief that a shift-enabled condition (necessary for any shift-invariant filter to be representable by a graph shift matrix) can be ignored because any non-shift-enabled matrix can be converted to a shift-enabled matrix, such a conversion in general may not hold for a directed graph with non-symmetric shift matrix. This paper extends this prior work, focusing on undirected graphs where the shift matrix is generally symmetric. We show that while, in this case, the shift matrix can be converted to satisfy the original shift-enabled condition, the converted matrix is not associated with the original graph, that is, it does not capture anymore the structure of the graph signal. We show via a counterexample, that a non-shift-enabled matrix cannot be converted to a shift-enabled one and still maintain the topological structure of the underlying graph, which is necessary to facilitate localized signal processing.
equal (in the rest of this paper, as in [7] , we will refer to this condition as shift-enabled condition, see also
48
Definition 1). However, in [3] , this condition was immediately disregarded, surmising that one may 49 convert any shift matrix that does not satisfy the shift-enabled condition into one that does. Based on 50 this conclusion, most researchers currently assume that the shift-enabled condition simply holds or 51 ignore the condition completely. However, it was proved in [7] , through a counterexample, that such a 52 conversion may not hold for a directed graph with asymmetric shift matrix.
53
In this paper, we focus on undirected graphs, which have wider applications [2] , and illustrate 54 with examples that when the symmetric shift matrix of an undirected graph is non-shift-enabled, the 55 conversion suggested in [3] could lead to a very different graph that does not necessarily capture the 56 structure of the original graph signal. Namely, though the conversion would provide a shift-enabled 57 graph that facilitates polynomial representation of the shift-invariant filters, the newly designed graph 58 might no longer capture the structure of the graph signal it was originally designed to model 2 , and 59 does not facilitate performing filtering locally.
60
Referring to our wireless sensor network example in the introduction, in the original graph the 61 output of the filtering at each vertex only involves inputs of the vertex's immediate neighborhoods.
62
However, in the converted graph, sensors that are far apart might be strongly connected, that is, each 63 output at a vertex could be a linear combination of inputs at almost all vertices, thus filtering in such 64 converted graph will be computationally unaffordable for "big data" graphs in practice which further emphasizes the importance of the shift-enabled condition [7] .
66
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the basic concepts and key properties of 67 a shift-enabled graph. Section 3 provides counterexamples to prove that the shift-enabled condition is 68 essential for the symmetric graph. Section 4 concludes the paper. 
Basic Concepts and Properties of Shift-enabled Graphs

70
In this section, we briefly review the concepts of shift-enabled graphs and their properties relevant 71 to this paper. For more details, see [2] [3] [4] [5] .
72
Let G = (V, A) be a graph, where V = {v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v n−1 } is a set of vertices and A ∈ C n×n is the 73 adjacency matrix of the graph. Let x = (x 0 , x 1 , · · · , x n−1 ) T be a graph signal, where each sample x i ∈ x 74 corresponds to a vertex v i ∈ V.
75
In particular, if G is a directed circular graph, then the corresponding adjacency matrix is given by: for undirected graphs, and the probability transition matrix. Here, we use S to denote the general shift 81 matrix, whether it is A, (normalized) Laplacian matrix, or the probability transition matrix.
82
In classical 1-D DSP, a shift-invariant filter F has a Z-transform (polynomial representation in z −1 ), that is S, respectively. We also say that S is shift-enabled when the above condition is satisfied. Otherwise, S and the 93 corresponding graph, are non-shift-enabled.
94
For shift-enabled graphs, the following theorem is the basis of linear, shift-invariant filter design. 
97
Note that this theorem implies that as long as the shift matrix S does not satisfy the shift-enabled 98 condition (i.e., m S (λ) = p S (λ)), there will always be some shift-invariant filters (and thus some filters)
99
that cannot be represented as a polynomial of S. Ref [3] de-emphasized the shift-enabled condition by 100 suggesting that we may work around it with the following theorem. we would like to accommodate graphs with self-loops. In a nutshell, two shift matrices describe the show that it is impossible to guarantee the following three conditions to be satisfied simultaneously:
143
•S is shift-enabled (i.e., pS(λ) = mS(λ)).
144
• H is shift-invariant onS (i.e., HS =SH).
145
•S and S strictly or loosely describe the same graph. 
m S (λ) and hence S is non-shift-enabled. Since shift-enabled condition is not just sufficient but also 4 for all n ∈ N. Thus for any polynomial h(S), we must have h(S) 2,3 = h(S) 2,4 .
154
But since H 2,3 = −1 = 0 = H 2,4 , H = h (S) for any polynomial function h(·). Note that we can extend H to the following class of filters that all cannot be represented as polynomials of S:
Since apparently q(S)S = Sq(S) for any polynomial q(S) and HS = SH as discussed above, any 157 filter αH + q(S) ∈ H commutes with S as well. Thus any filter in H is shift-invariant. However, since
158
H is not representable as a polynomial of S, as discussed above, so does αH + q(S).
159
From the examples presented above, we note that when the shift-enabled condition is violated,
160
we may find an infinite number of shift-invariant filters that are not representable as polynomials of S. with non-zerosS 1,2 ,S 1,3 ,S 1,4 , andS 1,5 . We can readily verify that the characteristic polynomial is 163 pS(λ) = λ 3 (λ 2 −S 2 12 −S 2 13 −S 2 14 −S 2 15 ) and 0 is the triple eigenvalue ofS. According to Lemma A1, a 164 shift-enabled real symmetric shift matrix has to have unique eigenvalues and thusS is not shift-enabled.
165
Therefore, all graphs which have the same structure as Figure 1 (a) are non-shift-enabled. 
Shift-enabledS That Loosely Describes the Original Graph Exists
167
Next, let us relaxS so that it may just loosely describe the original graph. In other words, we allow the diagonal elements to be non-zero which maintains most of the topological structure of the original graph. In applications where diffusion or state transition matrices are treated as shift matrices, the diagonal elements can be interpreted as the returning probabilities of the current state to itself. Thus, the converted shift matrixS can be written as 
(v) Shift-enabledS N(strict) that strictly describes the original graph does not exist. is such a filter.
181
First, note that H S = S H and thus H is shift-invariant under S . Furthermore, note that 182 (S ) n 1,2 = (S ) n 1,4 for all n ∈ N, and so h(S ) 1,2 = h(S ) 1,4 for any polynomial h(S ). But since H 1,2 = 183 0 = 1 = H 1,4 , H = h (S ) for any polynomial function h(·).
184
Let us prove that it is impossible to find a converted shift matrixS which is shift-enabled and 
which has arbitrary weights on nonzero and diagonal elements. That is,S loosely describes the same 187 graph as S .
188
H = h(S ) clearly implies that H commutes withS , namely, H S =S H is a necessary condition for H = h(S ). It follows from H S =S H thatS 1,1 =S 2,2 =S 3,3 =S 4,4 andS 1,2 =S 1,4 =S 2,3 = S 3,4 , i.e.,S 
Conclusions
204
For a non-shift-enabled graph, even if we can easily "transform" the symmetric shift matrix S 
